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(ABSTRACT)

A method was developed for estimating costs of harvesting operations in the hardwood stands
of the Appalachian region of southwestem Virginia. The method was then tested on one logging
operation to estimate the cost of ha.rvesting a group selection tract as compared to a clearcut.

Eight loggers were contacted and interviewed to obtain data on their costs of logging. The
mean, median, and standard deviation of the responses were calculated to develop a profile. Mean
crew size was three men, including the owner operator. Mechanized equipment consisted of a cable

-.9 skidder from 75 to 120 hp. and a small to medium size loader. Average skidder age was 4.8 years.
Loggers produced 144 cords per week, of which 54.6% was pulpwood and 42.4% sawtimber with
3% firewood. Products were hauled an average of 33 miles one way. Labor costs, including wages
and all benefits averaged $411 per man per week. Total harvesting costs had a mean of $2252 per
week. Mean hauling cost was $1289 per week. Annual production averaged 6778 cords. Cords
per man hour was 0.99. Total cost per cord including hauling averaged $26.

The information taken from the interviews was incorporated along with data from current lit-
erature into the Harvesting Analysis Technique (HAT), a main frame harvesting simulator, to
model group selection harvests against clearcut harvests. A twenty·seven acre group selection cut
was compared to a 160-acre clearcut. Clearcut area was based on the access estimated possible by

the group selection skid road network. Results showed group selection harvested at a 21% slower
rate than clearcutting. Harvest cost per cord was 25.8% greater. Variation in cost was caused



mainly by the increased average skid distances present in the groups. Every 100 foot increase in skid
distance resulted in a $0.68 increase in cost per cord for skidding in group selection harvests com-
pared to a $0.33 increase for clearcutting.

_

The major conclusion reached from the simulation was that for group selection harvests to be
economical, the average skid distance must be maintained below 1/4 mile per tum. The economics
improve when the harvest groups are in close proximity to one another.
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Chapter I

Introduction

In the Eastern and Southern U.S. the standard method of harvesting hardwood timber,
clearcutting, has come under increased scrutiny. Concems about environmental impact, aesthetic
appeal, and other factors have forced the U.S. Forest Service to consider alternative silviculture
plans for the management of certain tirnber lands. The use of the uneven aged management tech-

nique of group selection is currently being implrmented on national forests in Virginia. One com-
ponent in an accurate assessment of the comparative costs of this method of management, is the
effect on harvesting costs. Good information is needed on the magriitude of logging costs to be able
to plan harvesting operations within cost lirnitations set by log market prices.

Appalachian logging is predominately in hardwood timber, whereas most Coastal and Piedmont
operations are concentrated on old field pine and pine plantations. Little current information is

available for estimating logging costs in the Appalachian region, particularly southwest Virginia.
Information for a sample of operations, on their average size, number of employees, productivity,

profitability, and financial strength is needed. In addition, the range of Variation in these factors

and the causes of such Variation need to be determined. Haxvesting composes approximately 2/3
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of the cost of removing tree from the woods and delivering the timber to the mill. Compared to

delivered wood value, in-woods harvesting equals more than 40% of the rnill price. Considering
the low value of delivered wood to the high cost of harvesting, an analysis of the impact of group

n

selection techniques on in-woods costs is essential.

Timber harvesting differs from the usual factory manufacturing environment. Production rates

are not as uniform or closely controlled; rather production varies widely with such factors as tree

size, stand density, products removed, terrain, and weather. Estimates are needed to determine

which tracts of timber can be economically harvested under various silvicultural managementV
practices.

Descriptive information on logging frrms is periodically available in trade magazines. However,

financial data on logging is often excluded from the typical business references. The dispersed na-

ture of the logging industry coupled with the small size of an average firm serve to amplify the dif-

ficulty in obtaining information (Sinclair et al. 1985).

Despite the lack of recorded information on how various stand factors influence costs, loggers

do make decisions on what tirnber stands can be feasibly harvested. The inherent knowledge and

experience of loggers working in this region needs to be tapped and analyzed. The information

gathered can then be used in making silviculture and economic decisions. Using information col-

lected by personal interviews with loggers in Southwest Virginia, a profle of the average costs as-

sociated with the small logging contractor was attempted in this study. The goal was to then take

this data and simulate actual harvesting conditions in southwest Virginia to derive accurate costs

for various harvesting schemes.

Introduction 2



Objectzves

The objective of this study is to develop a method for estimating costs for harvesting operations

in the hardwood stands of the Appalachian region of southwestem Virginia, and then to test the

method on one type of logging operation. To achieve this objective, the following steps were ad-

dressed: °

l. Gather cost and other information from logging contractors currently operating in Southwest

Virginia.

2. Construct a profile of logging operations III Southwest Virginia.

3. Forrnulate the method to predict harvesting costs permitting variation in equipment config-

urations, tract and timber conditions, market distances, and so on, using a harvest simulator.

4. Compare total and specific operating costs from the simulation with costs from the profile and

literature.

5. Compare the estimated logging cost for a group selection tract as compared to clearcutting the

same tract.
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Logging costs expressed in terms of dollars per MBF are controlled by three categories of fac-

tors: volume present, operating costs, and productivity. A11 three are subject to wide swings in
variation, which affect the final cost estimate. Loggers bidding on logging units are forced to take

the uncertainties of volume measurement into consideration (Boyd and Atkinsons 1988). Logs can

be measured in board feet by any number of accepted log rules and scaling procedures. In addition

the grade can influence the price a log will fetch. Logs and pulpwood can be measured in tons,

loads, cubic feet, cords, or even more imprecise methods. The same deck of logs can be measured

by three different scalers, all following the same log rule and procedures, and there will be three

different answers (Boyd and Atkinsons 1988).

Total equipment costs include all costs accrued from buying, owning, and operating equipment.

For determination of machine rates, equipment costs can be grouped into fixed costs, operating

costs, and labor costs (Miyata 1983). Variables in a machine rate calculation include depreciable

value, total hours of useful life, interest rate, repair and maintenance, direct operating costs, taxes,

insurance. However, the values for these variables are often not carefully measured and are always

influenced by the perspective of the person doing the appraisal. Some machines perform better in

certain parts of a tract than others, but on the whole there might be little difference in the physical

aspects of the operations. Loggers vary widely in their administrative costs, depending on staff

levels, services contracted for, quality and value of facilities, etc. Administrative costs are generally

assessed as fixed overhead cost for the entire operation. Owner·operators usually have lower

overhead because they take on accounting and administrative functions as part of their normal in-

put (Boyd and Atkinsons 1988).
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Equipment Configurations

Efficient capital and labor utilization are critical factors in maintaining harvesting system pro-

ductivity, as well as system profitability. Efficiency may be defined as the ratio of the effective or

useful output in the system to capital investment, where output may be production or return on

investment and input may be payroll or initial investment. The efiiciency ratio calculated provides

a measure of comparison between different production operations. Blinn et al. (1986) conducted

a simulation study comparing five timber harvesting systems for northem hardwoods. Four

roundwood harvesting configurations and a system that produced whole tree chips were compared

on the basis of productivity, capital, and labor efficiency under two product sorting intensities. The

results showed that average stand diameter at breast height and the average number of trees per cord

had a high degree of correlation with productivity as measured by cords produced per man hour,

for roundwood harvesting systems. Of more interest to this study is the result that the smallest

system yielded the highest capital efiiciency, as measured by capitalization per cord produced. The
operation consisted of seven men , five chainsaw operators and two men working the forwarders.

This indicates that a low capital investment system is an attractive and profitable altemative when

financial resources of a firm are limited (Blinn et al. 1986).

An equipment and labor configuration that is efficient in one stand may not be as efficient in

other logging chances. Capital and labor efficiencies vary between harvesting systems due to dif-

ferences in system investment and productivity (Blinn et al. 1986).
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Logging Profiles

Sinclair et al.(1985) combined the results of a 1979 survey with 1981 data from 23 firms enrolled
in a logging business management program, in an effort to develop a profile of Minnesota loggers.
The results indicate that about 2,800 to 2,900 cords are harvested annually by each firm with one
full-time owner operator and one to two employees, not including the trucking component of the
firms. Overall production was about 0.6 cords per man hour, with nearly $17,000 dollars invested
in equipment per worker. Average revenue was $123,393 with 14% or $16,792 remaining after
expenses for owner operators salaries, return on investment, risk, and expansion. The average firm
in this study was financially weak, with the industry norm only slightly stronger. The financially
stronger firms also appeared to be most successful, with net worth positively correlated with busi-
ness success; business success is defined as the percentage of total revenue remaining after all ex-
penses have been paid (Sinclair et al. 1985).

Herrick (1975) did a mail survey of all known logging firms in the Northeast ( Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia, Kentucky, and Ohio). A total of 764 respond-
ents provided information about their most recent logging jobs (63% of those contacted). He
found that the median area logged was 100 acres, the mean 535 acres. Eighty percent of the logging

jobs used fewer than 8 men per crew. Median crew size was four men. Eighty percent of the
operations were less than 30 miles from previous work, fifty percent were less than ten miles

(Herrick 1975). Median size of the areas were 75 acres for sawlogs, and 132 acres for pulpwood.
Median volume removed was 68,000 cubic feet. Sawlog median volume was 41,000 cubic feet.
Median volume removed per acre was 700 cubic feet. Sawlog and veneer logs had a median of 602

cubic ft. per acre, cordwood 838 cubic ft acre. Averages were approximately 300 cubic feet greater

than medians. The median distance most commonly skidded was 1320 feet or 1/4 mile (Herrick

1975).
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The main hauling distance over permanent roads to mill or purchase point was weightecl by
product volumes because many jobs yielded more than one product and required hauling to dif-

ferent locations. The median distance for the most common main haul was 29 miles, 24 miles on

predominantly sawlog operations and 33 miles on operations yielding mostly cordwood. Median

longest main haul on these jobs were 34, 30, 42 miles respectively.

The average crew profile consisted of a four-man logging crew} with equipment worth $38,700,

that moved 10 miles to a new cutting area, 100 acres in size. The job removed 700 cubic feet of

timber per acre; when completed the total yield was 68,000 cubic feet.

Some indication of practical limits to commercial logging can be gleaned from this study. No

logging was done on less than 3 acres. No operations removed less than 2000 cubic feet of timber

product volume and the value of the product was at least $79 per MCF. Very few logging oper-
ations cut less than 10 acres, moved more than 50 miles between jobs, skidded more than 3/4 mile,

hauled more than 5 miles over temporaty roads or main hauled more than 100 miles to a pur-
chasing point. This indicates that areas not meeting these conditions would be poor candidates for

timber harvests under ordinary circumstances (Herrick 1975).

The Department of Forestry at Southern Illinois University initiated a study of logging costs in

Illinois. Seventy-seven timber buyers, an estimated 30% of the active loggers, responded.

The average full—time logging crew contained three people, worked 8 hours per day and 180 days

per year, and harvested approximately 7,000 board feet of logs per day. Total production per year

averaged 1.25 million board feet. Most loggers did their own hauling. These values, in most in-

stances, represented not only the average for fu1l·tirne loggers but also the median and mode sta-

tistics.
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Total cost, according to their model is approximately $110,600, or nearly $ 88.48 MBF. The

largest single factor is labor, accounting for slightly less than half the total cost. In Illinois 70% of
the labor cost is wages. Workmen’s compensation represents 22% of the total labor cost. The total
capital cost of logging is approximately $185,000. At nine percent interest, opportunity costs for
the equipment would add an additional $16,650. This would increase total logging costs to more
than $100.00 per MBF. With mill price running from $118-137 MBF for the period May -August
1986, this leaves less than $40.00 per MBF to pay for stumpage. The average stumpage price for
the same period was $49-77, indicating that loggers are not considering their total cutting costs or
are cutting mostly higher value trees (McCurdy and Ewers 1987).

Hauling costs were $1.00 unloaded/mile and $1.50/loaded mile. Data in the model suggests that
$50.00 MBF is a reasonable average rate for felling and skidding, $18.75 for fe1ling,and 27.77 for
skidding (McCurdy and Ewers 1987).

Sarles (1985) authored a paper that reports about chain—saw felling production and costs in
mountain hardwoods. Chain saws were used for felling and preparing tree·length logs. Productive
time consisted of walking to the tree, sizing it up for direction of fall, swamping, dropping the tree,
lirnbing and topping, bucking and lopping tops. Chain saw felling costs varied depending upon size
and density of tirnber stands, fellers efficiency, hourly wages and benefits paid, and chain saw fixed
costs. Roughness of terrain and density of undergrowth affected the sawyers performance. These
two factors irnpeded the cutters progress appreciably, lowering his production rate and increasing
unit cost (Sarles 1985).

I

Average total productive felling time per tree was 2.19 minutes. Walking, felling, lirnbing and
topping accounted for about 90 percent of productive time.

Allowing two years of economic life per saw for depreciation and 1800 hours of scheduled work
per year, owning costs are about $20 per scheduled hour. This figure includes allowances for in-
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surance, property tax, and cost of capital at 13%. Operating costs cover chain-saw fuel, lubricants,
filters, chains, bars, sprockets, and repairs. These total about $1.00 per scheduled hour.

Cost Prediction

Berndt et al. 1979. investigated whether the costs of recovering tirnber under varying forest
conditions can be predicted using simple econometric techniques and data that is readily assembled
through forest inventory techniques.

They found that average cost, assuming other things equal, is not systematically iniluenced by
the amount of production over the range of operations size in the sample. This irnplies, that av-
erage costs of production, though unaifected by scale of operation, are nevertheless significantly
affected by the forest characteristics identiiied, namely tree size and terrain difficulty (Berndt et al.
1979)

Harvesting Analysis Programs r

Several rnicrocomputer based programs have recently been developed for analyzing harvesting
system cost and production problems. Three systems were reviewed for possible application in this
project.

The Aubum Harvesting Analyzer (AHA) is a spreadsheet based program. lt is structured to

analyze a harvesting system consisting of several basic functions (ie. felling, skidding, loading and
hauling). The program is designed around four sections that manipulate per-acre volumes, general
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tract information, machine productivity, and machine cost. The template is developed for use on
the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet program.

AHA is rated as easy to use and is available free from the authors. Regression equations are
used to estirnate function productivity. Productivity is computed in cords per productive machine
hour for each function (Reisinger et al. 1986).

The Harvesting System Analyzer (HSA) is a two part microcomputer program. A file man-
agement program allows the user to create a machine file that describes the individual machines

used in a logging system, and to compute fixed and operating costs. The second program links

three separate data files that describe the harvesting system, the machines in that system, and the

tract being haivested (Reisinger et al. 1988).

_ The Harvesting Analysis Technique (HAT) is a main-frame based system (partially available

on rnicrocomputers) for modeling the environment, individual machine activities, and harvesting

system interactions involved ir1 timber harvesting. The timber stand characteristics may be accessed

through the use of 90 mapped stands contained in a forest model data base or developed by an

insitu·generator in the program itself (Stuart 1981). p

Activities perforrned by individual machines may be modeled either deterministically or

stochastically using GENMAC, a generalized machine simulator. The interaction between the

groups of machines comprising a system are modeled by the HSS (Harvesting System Simulator)
program (Stuart 1981).

Reisinger et al. 1988 reviewed the three programs for qualitative factors such as ease of use,

documentation, characteristics of input data, and reporting features. Quantitative comparisons fo-

cused on system cost per cord and productivity for a highly mechanized tree length logging system
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similar to those operated in the southern pine region. A thirty-six acre plantation pir1e tract con-
taining 45.7 cords per acre was clearcut in the simulation (Reisinger et. al. 1988).

Once each program had been used to analyze the system, industry and procurement personnel
were contacted to provide their estimates of cost per cord for the same system.

Results showed system costs on a scheduled machine hour basis varying slightly, but cost per
cord results were similar, ranging from $33.62 for AHA to $34.77 for HSS. Weekly production for
HSS was slightly lower than that computed by AHA ar1d HSA because of the stochastic event
simulations incorporated in the HSS simulations. The simulation costs were close to the industry
average of $29.67 per cord. The industry average was obtained by contacting six different compa·
nies operating throughout the south. Estimates ranged from $26 to $33 per cord for the ”typical”
mechanized tree·length system.

Reisinger et. al. concluded that it is difficult and perhaps inappropriate to designate a specific
program as the "best" since users objectives and constraints differ. For these reasons they do not
recommend a specific program.
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Chapter II

Profiles of loggmg operations

Introduction

A sample of loggers was contacted in Southwest Virginia, predominantly in the New Castle and
Wise ranger districts. Eight loggers were personally intexviewed to obtain an outline of logging
operations in the region. Each interview lasted approximately three hours and covered topics con-
cerning equipment configurations, average production, insurance costs, wages, repair and mainte-
nance, and transportation costs. Additional interview questions concemed the average and
maximum skidding distances encountered, maximum and average hauling distance to mills, per-
centage of different products harvested, and smallest acreage a contractor would be willing to bid
on and log. It should be remembered that these data refer to clearcutting operations.

This information was used to construct a profile of a "typical" Southwest Virginia logger. Thus,
the mean, median, and standard deviation of the responses were calculated to develop an outline
of an average logging operation. Additional information on equipment configurations and em-
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ployee numbers aided in formulating the harvesting simulations. The profile attempted to describe
an average logging operation for southwest Virginia while illustrating the wide variance encountered
in harvesting operations for the region. ‘

The sample covered a range of operations and locations but cannot be considered fully repre-
sentative, as if randomly drawn from the total population. The coverage of a fully random sample
would be nearly impossible to achieve, given the difliculties inherent in locating and interviewing
logging contractors.

Equipment configuration

Crew size for each contractor averaged three men per crew. Six of the eight loggers interviewed
were owner operators. The remaining two supervised, but did not participate in, the actual har-
vesting operations. Two of the eight contacted employed a truck driver for hauling exclusively; the
remainder did their own hauling or contracted the job. Crew size is similar to other studies,
(Herrick 1975, McCurdy and Ewers 1987, Sinclair et al. 1985). The largest operation employed
six men: two fellers, a skidder operator, a loader-bucker, and two truck drivers.

The average crew consisted of one chainsaw feller, who limbed and topped, one skidder opera-
tor, and one loader operator, who bucked at the landing. Skidder size ranged from a 75 horsepower
John Deere cable skidder to a 120 h.p. Caterpiller skidder. Five of the eight operators used
Timberjack 240 90 hp. cable skidders. Five of the eight interviewed also owned dozers, ranging
from 450 John Deere to a 750 John Deere.

Average age of the skidders in use is 4.8 years, with a range from 1 to 13 years old. Six of the
eight contractors trade for a new skidder approximately every four years. One operator has used
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l
the same skidder for thirteen years, another for seven. Both of these operators perforrn 80% of their
own repair and maintenance. Loaders range in size from a Prentis F to a Prentis 210. Equipment
age varied from 5 to 18 years. All contractors have completed finance payments on their loaders. ‘

Hauling and Skidding distances

Average hauling distance from landing to market for pulpwood, is 33.3 miles one-way. The
range is from 20 miles to 40 miles. The maximum distance logging contractors are willing to haul
pulpwood is 60 miles. All loggers said they would be willing to haul quality sawtimber up to 100
miles one way. Herrick (1975) found similar results, his median distance for cordwood was 33 ‘

miles. The median longest haul was 30 and 42 miles for sawlogs and pulpwood respectively.

The average skidding distance reported by each contractor is 1/4 mile. Each stated he would like
to maintain skid distance below 1/2 a mile. These are round trip distances. Median distance found
by Herrick (1975) was 1/4 mile.

Tract Size

The minimum acreage that the contractors would be willing to harvest was five acres. This
would only be bid on if high quality sawtimber was present on the site. Herrick’s (1975) profile

found that most loggers preferred stands 10 acres and larger, and that no logging was done on areas

less than three acres in size.
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Wages and Benefits

Wages ranged from $200 to $400 a week per man with a mean of $285 (Table 1). Payment
methods varied widely: three of the contractors paid by production; two paid wages by the day;

one paid a salary; and two contractors paid by the hour.

Determining the cost of social security, workmen’s compensation, and accident insurance

proved difficult. Most contractors tended to consider workmen’s compensation and social security

together; some paid no workers compensation at all. Four of the contractors carried no insurance

on their employees. To facilitate comparison, workmen’s compensation, social security, and em-

ployee insurance are grouped into a category termed benefits. The mean employee benefits are $132

per week per man (Table 1). This ranges from a low of $30 to $404 a week. Mean employee ben-

efits as a percentage of wages eamed is 44.7%. This value ranges from a low of 15% to a high of

115%.

Labor costs, including wages and benefits, average out at $411 per man per week, ranging from

$230 to $754. Total labor costs for the contractors average $1301 per week with a range from

$460.08 to $3172.

It should be noted that the mean values are calculated by summing the values for each specific

variable and then dividing by the number of contractors reporting a value. Therefore, mean labor

cost per man per week is a distinct value, not the sum of mean wages and mean benefits. The same
is true for total labor costs. All reported means are independent values, not the sum of previously

calculated means.

{
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Table 1. Labor components from interviews with Appalachian loggers.

Employees VVages Benefits
S/wk. S/wk.

Mean 3 285 132
Median 2 278 98
Standard
Deviation 1.51 78.0 120
n 8 8 8
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Equipment Costs

Fuel costs averaged $207 per week, which included all fuel and oil consumed by harvesting
equipment, including the skidder, chainsaws, loaders, and supporting vehicles (Table 2). The range
of values is from $75 to $195 per week. The higher fuel costs are reported by an operator who
harvests in the Piedmont region as well as the Appalachian Mountains. His total fuel and lubri-
cation costs include this equipment, thus the increased cost.

Median financing cost is $450 per week. Reported finance costs include all monthly payments
for equipment loans. Mean and median finance costs per week are based on values reported by the
loggers as their current or past payments. At the time of this interview, half of the loggers contacted
had paid for their equipment. However, they had records of past payments or estimated the cost.

Equipment insurance also showed a great range of values, from no insurance at all for one logger
to $ 126.17 a week for another. The mean value for equipment insurance is $58.43. per week (Table
2).

Total harvest cost and transportation costs

Total harvesting costs per week, as a result of the wide fluctuations in component costs, vary
substantially. Values range from $996 to $4628 per week with a mean harvest cost of $2252 (Table
3).

Transportation costs, which include contract hauling, truck fuel, and auto insurance, ranged
from $416 to $2000 per week. The mean hauling cost is $1289 (Table 3). Considering that many
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Table 2. Equipment costs from interviews with Appalachian loggers.

Fuel Finance Repair & Maint. Insurance
i

S/wk. S/wk. S/wk. S/wk.

Mean 207 435 257 58.4
Median 158 450 216 71.2
Standard
Deviation 107 353 186 44.7
n 8 8 8 8
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Table 3. Total harvest and hauling costs from interviews with Appalachian loggers.

Harvest Cost Hauling Cost Total Cost
S/wk. S/wk. S/wk.

Mean 2252 1289 3542
Median 2012 1229 3524
Standard IDeviation 11 11 616 1320
n 8 8 8
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I
of the loggers interviewed gave only current estirnates of their costs, transportation costs will vary
depending on the harvesting areas, distance from the mill. The contractors agreed that an estirnate
of $ 1.30 per mile for hauling cost is reasonably accurate. This corresponds well with the costs es-
tirnated by McCurdy and Ewers 1987 of $1.00 per unloaded mile and $1.50 per loaded mile for an
average of $1.25 per mile. Total costs range from $1740 per week to $5601 with a mean value of

$3542.

Production

Pulpwood accounts for 54.6% of mean volume production, sawtimber 42.4%, a.nd frrewood

3.0%. Average production of pulpwood is 75.8 cords per week. Hardwood sawtimber production

is 63.9 cords per week (Table 4) (1MBF = 3 cords; Timber Mart South 1982). Firewood average

production is 12.8 cords per week from the two loggers who produce it. Firewood accounts for

14.3% and 10.0% of total production respectively for these two contractors.

The mean values represented ir1 Table 4 are the tabulations of production of each product for

each producer, divided by the number of contractors reporting the particular product. Thus total

production’s mean value does not equal the sum of the mean values for pulpwood, sawtimber, and

frrewood; rather it is the value of total production for each contractor summed and divided by the

number of interviews.

Pulpwood production went from a low of 40 cords per week to a high of 140 cords per week.

Sawtimber ranged from a low of 18 cords per week to a high of 125 cords per week. Most of the

loggers estimated production based on the number of tractor trailer loads produced per week. The
l

production values derived for this report assume 10 cords per tractor trailer. This value is based
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Table 4. Production averages by product type from interviews with Appalachian loggers.

Pulpwood Sawtimber Firewood Total
cords/wk. cords/wk. cords/wk. cords/wk.

Mean 75.8 63.9 12.8 144.1
Median 64.0 54.0 146.0
Standard
Deviation . 42.1 42.6 3.18 64.5
n 8 8 2 8
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on the loggers estimates and previous reports. Total production is 144 cords per week on average,
with a range from 48.4 cords to 250 cords (Table 4).

i
Dividing total harvesting cost per week for each contractor by his total production per week

gives a value of total cost per cord. This value averages at $26 per cord with a standard deviation
of 5.45. Median cost per cord is $27. It has a range from $19 to $36. McCurdy and Ewers (1987.) ·
estimated logging and hauling cost in Illinois at $29.49 per cord. Employment accounts for 55%
of harvesting costs and 35% of total costs.

Comparisons of the production of Appalachian region loggers to previous surveys conducted
in Minnesota (Sinclair et al. 1985)(Bo1stad 1980), and Illinois, (McCurdy and Ewers 1987), along
with regional studies (Henick 1975)(Weaver et al. 1981), illustrate a substantial difference between

mean productivity. Crew size and equipment configuration are similar. The greater productivity

of the Appalachian logger may be attributed to the small sample size. The sample may be biased
because only the good producers were willing to interview. Regional differences in timber quantity
and quality could influence results also. In addition, the American Pulpwood Association loggers

census showed a 169% increase in productivity between 1979 and 1988 (Shaffer 1989). Therefore,

the high productivity is within reason.

Annual production for the eight interviewed loggers ranged from 2,324 cords per year to 11,000
cords. The median value of 6,656 is close to the mean (Table 5). Annual production was calculated

by multiplying reported weekly production by the number of weeks worked in a year. Bolstad
(1980) reported annual production ranging from 424 cords to 9500 cords. Sinclair et al. (1985) had

values of 456 cords to 9794 cords.

Cords per man hour is determined for each logging firm by multiplying the total hours report-
edly worked in a year by the firm, with the number of employees, including the owner operator.
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Table 5. Mean annual production.

Profile Minnesota Illinois

Cords/year 6778 2900 3780

Days worked
per year 239 252 180

Note: Minnesota ligures based on Sinclair et al. (1985).
Illinois figures based on McCurdy and Ewers (1987).
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Then the total annual production is divided by this product to obtain cords per man hour. Cords

per man hour have a range of 0.61 to 1.25 with a median of 1.04 (Table 6).

The Appalachian loggers have an 37% higher cord per man hour production rate than the

Minnesota regional survey and an 11% higher cord per man hour output than the Illinois survey.
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Table 6. Mean production in cords per man hour.

Profile Minnesota Illinois

Cords per
man hour 0.99 0.62 0.80

Note: Minnesota figures based on Sinclair et al. (1985).
Illinois figures based on McCurdy and Ewers (1987).
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Chapter III

The Harvest Simulation

The Simulation technique

The Harvesting Analysis Technique (HAT), previously discussed lll the literature review, was

chosen as the simulator for comparison between various harvesting techniques. The system is

rather laborious for general applications but provides an excellent tool in this research effort. Al-

though originally designed to analyze equipment efiiciency, the degree of detail possible in designing

forest stands and implementing their harvest made this program the preferred choice over the other

reviewed systems.
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The Model Tract

The Taylor Branch group selection cut, located at the base of Pott’s Mountain, served as the
example for simulation by the Harvesting Analysis Technique (HAT). This timber sale is located
on the Jefferson National Forest in the New Castle Ranger district. The sale consists of twenty
groups, ranging from 0.3 acres to 2.8 acres in size, for a total stand harvest of 27 acres. The actual
harvest area is centered around three landings. The harvest area can be divided into three distinct
sections, to facilitate comparison of logging costs of group selection to clearcutting. To accurately
compare a group selection to a clearcut, the area within an external boundary covered by a selection
cut must be used in the clearcut scenaxio to better reflect potential harvesting time and costs. To
estimate the boundaries each section was blocked off as shown ir1 Figure 1. The area of the three
sections was computed, and then simulated as a clearcut harvest. The marked boundaries are esti-
mates of the area potentially accessed by the group selection skid road network. The final result
is distinct sections numbered one through three. Each section has two harvesting sirnulations, a
group selection harvest and a clearcut harvest. Section 1 has a group selection component that
consists of seven areas ranging in size from 0.3 acres to 2.8 acres. The total area is 8.6 acres. Section
l’s clearcut alternative is estimated at 32 acres. Section 2 has a group selection component that
contains seven areas ranging in size from 0.8 acres to 2.3 acres. Total area is 10.2 acres. The cor-
responding clearcut area for Section 2 is approximately 80 acres. Section 3 has six areas for its
group selection harvest, ranging from 0.6 to 2.3 acres in size, for a total of 8.2 acres. Section 3’s
clearcut alternative has a harvest area of 48 acres. Thus to harvest section 2, a group selection cut

removes 21,024 cubic feet of wood from 10.2 acres of land, with a skid road network that covers
approxirnately an 80 acre area. A clearcut comparison, would therefore harvest the 80 acre area

covered by the skid road network.

The group selection harvest and clearcut harvest consist of identical stand types. To achieve

an unbiased comparison, the group cuts are the same composition of timber types as the clearcuts.
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Thus, the Taylor Branch Tirnber sale provides the layout of a group cut along with the total stand
composition factors, but the simulation harvest is based on the total stand composition, not the
actual stand volume harvested. The actual timber stand composition is based on the inventory i

ratios present at the site. Stand composition is 20% hardwood sawtimber, 64% hardwood
pulpwood, 6% pine pulp, and 9% pine sawlogs. Volume present is 2082 cubic feet per acre, with
168 trees per acre,

Harvesting System

The harvesting system and related costs used in the simulation are a combination of values
obtained from the profile of regional loggers and the literature reviewed. Equipment configuration,
wages, benefits, and crew size, are based on information obtained from the logging profile. Fuel,
lubrication, repair, maintenance, and fixed costs are taken from data available in the literature. This
was necessary because the information obtained for the profile was in a form unsuitable for input
into the HAT program.

The equipment configuration is based on the most common situation encountered in
Appalachian hardwoods: a three man crew, one chainsaw feller, a skidder driver, and a loader op-
erator who also bucks trees to length at the landing. This simulation series concentrates on the
logging operation from felling to loading. Transportation from the landing to the mill is assumed
constant for both clearcut and group selection harvests.

The felling and bucking is done by chainsaws. The skidder is a 90—horsepower cable skidder,
with a 100-foot cable. It is capable of hauling eight trees or the equivalent of 90 cubic feet a turn.
The loader is a small knuckleboom loader with a 15,000 pound maximum lift and is assumed to
move 1,890 cubic feet per hour.

The Harvest Simulation 29



All employees are paid an hourly wage and receive benefits amounting to 48% of their wage.
They are paid for a full 40-hour week. Loading and bucking are accomplished by the same operator.
To separate component costs, the two tasks are simulated on a productive hour basis. The pro-
ductive hour labor charges are summed and then subtracted from total scheduled hour labor charges
for a single employee over the entire harvest operation. This difference is divided by two and dis-

g tributed equally between bucking and loading. The purpose of these calculations is to distribute
labor costs on the basis of use.

Scheduled working hours consisted of five work days with one eight hour shift each day. The
work year is assumed to be 52 weeks. The use of a full year is for purposes of equipment depreci-
ation.

Fuel, lubrication, repair, maintenance, and fixed cost per productive hour are illustrated in Table
7. These figures are derived from Werblow and Cubbage (1986) and from Miyata’s (1980) machine
rate calculation methods. Fuel costs are reduced from Werblow and Cubbage’s figures to better
sirnulate current costs found in the interviews.

I The movement rates for the skidder and the feller are 281 feet per minute and 196 feet per
minute, respectively. The movement rate between harvesting areas (groups) in the simulations is
modified to slow the feller. This is done to reflect the time necessary to locate boundaries and plan
a felling pattern for each separate group. Harvest areas two acres and larger are assumed to require
30 minutes for preparation. Preparation includes finding the boundaries and deciding on a felling
pattem. Areas smaller than this are allowed 15 minutes.

Generally a feller does not really achieve maximum production until an area greater than one
acre has been cut. Until this point is reached, production is slowed because of trees hanging and
lack of felling room. To sirnulate this, production rates for the feller are reduced to better reflect
difficulties in cutting small acreages. Harvest areas two acres and larger are allowed full production

I
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Table 7. Assumed operating costs for machines in 11AT simulation.

Wages: $6.72 per hour
I

Benefits:
3

48 percent of wages
Total: $9.95 per hour

Capital Investment

Chainsaw: Purchase price $550
Life 1 year

Skidder: Purchase price $60,100
Salvage value $15,025
Down payment $12,050
Finance period 36 months
Life 4 years
Interest, taxes, insurance 16 percent

Loader: Purchase price $35,000
Salvage value $6,825
Down payment $7,000
Finance period 36 monthsLife 5 years
Interest, taxes, insurance 16 percent

Fixed Costs

Chainsaw: $10.58/wk.
Skidder: $326.50/wk.
Loader: $168.46/wk.
Variable Costs

Chainsaw Skidder Loader
Fuel, lube, and filters: $2.91/hr. $3.16/hr. $2.32/hr.
Repair & Maintenance: $4.58/hr. $8.40/hr.

Total: $2.91/hr. $7.74/hr. $10.72/hr.
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i
rate. Acreages less than two acres and greater than 0.5 are harvested at 2/3 the normal production

rate. Harvest areas less that 0.5 acres are harvested at 1/3 the normal production rate.

The skidder is slowed to 1/2 normal movement rate for the initial run from the harvesting area

to the landing. This is done to simulate the difiiculty inherent in negotiating a new skid road for

the first time. Subsequent turns are conducted at normal speed.

Total Comparisons

Harvest times

The area harvested by group selection on the Taylor Branch cut has a skid road network that

would access approximately 160 acres if harvested by clearcut. Average skid distance for the group

cuts is 389 feet longer than the mean for the simulated clearcuts. The simulated harvest of the
group selection cut took approximately 8 weeks for a total of 315.38 hours. This computes to an

average of 3.4 acres harvested per week.

The simulated clearcut was completed in approximately 37 weeks in a total of 1482.1 hours.

This computes to a mean of 4 acres harvested per week, a 21% increase in productivity compared

to group selection harvests.
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Cost differences

Felling costs are on average, $1.28 greater per cord, for group selection (Table 8). This is a
28.8% increase over clearcutting costs (Table 12). Skidding costs ran $2.45 more per cord than
comparative clearcut skid costs. This translates to a 26.1% increase in skidding cost for group se-

lection harvesting. Bucking costs averaged $0.52 more for group selection harvests than clearcuts.

This is 15.8% increase compared to clearcut costs (Table 10). Loading costs are $1.01 more per

cord for group selection. This is a 30.2% increase over clearcut loading costs (Table 11). Complete

group selection harvest costs average $25.93 per cord, clearcut costs average $20.62. This is an

overall cost increase of 25.8%. It should be noted that this is the total cost from the woods onto

the haul truck. Hauling costs are assumed constant for both harvesting techniques. Since hauling
costs are the same, total delivered cost to the mill will not increase by this percentage.

Productivity for group selection is consistently less than clearcutting for all phases except
bucking, where group selection is slightly more productive. Felling productivity is 1.6 cords less

per productive hour for group selection (Table 8). This is a decrease of 26% in productivity from

that achieved by clearcutting (Table 13). Skidding efficiency is reduced by 0.5 cords per productive

hour. This is a decrease of 15% compared to clearcut skidding. Bucking productivity is marginally

better for group selection cuts. An increase of 0.7 cords per productive hour resulted, a difference

of 1% compared to clearcut performances. Productivity per hour for loading shows no difference

between clearcutting and group selection. .

Production in cords per job hour is greater for clearcutting. An increase of 0.5 cords per job

hour resulted when clearcutting was the harvesting method. This is a 19% increase in cords

produced per job hour for clearcutting over group selection.
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Table 8. Comparison of group selection felling costs to clearcut felling costs.

Group Selection Clearcut
_

Distance‘ Cost Volume Distance‘ Cost Volume
feet S/cord cords feet S/cord cords

Section l” 784 5.12 4.40 660 4.48 6.10
Section 2 1448 7.27 4.10 1247 5.05 5.90
Section 3 738 4.77 4.90 416 3.80 6.20
Mean 5.72 4.47 4.44 6.07

1 One·way skid distance
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Table 9. Comparison of group selection skidding costs to clearcut skidding costs.

. Group Selection Clearcut
Distance‘ Cost Volume Distance‘ Cost Volume

feet S/cord cords feet S/cord cords

Section 1 784 10.37 3.10 660 9.46 3.30
Section 2 1448 15.40 V

2.20 1247 10.79 2.80
Section 3 738 9.71 3.30 416 7.87 4.00
Mean 11.83 2.87 9.37 3.37

1 One way skid distance
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Table 10. Comparison of group selection bucking costs to clearcut bucking costs.

Group Selection Clearcut i

Distance‘ Cost Volume Distance‘ Cost Volume
feet S/cord cords feet S/cord cords

Section l 784 3.52 5.00 660 3.30 5.00
Section 2 1448 4.55 5.00 1247 3.59 4.90
Section 3 738 3.37 5.00 416 3.29 4.90
Mean 3.81 5.00 3.29 4.93

1 One way skid distance

The Harvest Simulation
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Table 11. Comparison of group selection loading costs to clearcut loading costs.

Group Selection Clearcut

Distancel Cost Volume Distance‘ Cost Volume
feet S/cord cords feet S/cord cords

Section 1 784 3.81 20.80 660 3.38 20.80
Section 2 1448 5.71 20.80 1247 3.87 20.80
Section 3 738 3.53 20.80 416 2.76 20.80
Mean 4.35 20.80 3.34 20.80

”
1 One way skid distance
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Table 12. Percentage di1'l'erence in cost per cord between group selection and clearcutting harvests.

Section 1 Section 2 Section3

Feller 14.3 44.0 25.5
Skidder 9.6 42.7 23.4
Buck 6.7 26.7 12.7
Loader 12.7 47.6 27.9
Total 10.6 41.4 22.8
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Table 13. Percentage reduction in cords per productive hour for group selection compared toclearcutting harvests.

Section l Section 2 Section3

Feller 27.9 30.5 21.0
Skidder 6.1 21.4 17.5
Buck 0.0 2.0 * 2.0 *
Loader 0.0 0.0 0.0

Note: * indicates clearcutting production is lower than group selection production.
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Regressions were run on the three mean skid distances for the group selection harvest technique
and the clearcut. Although the sample size is very small, this statistical technique is used to arrive
at an approximation of the effect of skid distance on felling and skidding costs between the two
harvest techniques.

Considering skid distance effect on skidding costs, in the range of distances sampled, for every _
100 foot increase in skid distance, cost per cord increases $0.68 for group selection and $0.33 for
clearcutting. Skid distance effects on production show that for every 100 foot increase in skid dis-
tance, cords per productive hour decrease by 0.125 cords in group selection and 0.135 cords in
clearcutting.

Felling production showed similar declines as skidding distance is increased. For every 100 foot
increase in skidding distance, cords per production hour declined 0.07 cords ir1 group selection
harvests and 0.035 cords in clearcuts.

As skid distance increases, felling productivity declines. The feller is forced to wait for the
slcidder to catch up. The simulation is modeled to force the skidder to operate in the same harvest
areas as the feller. This reflects the need of the feller to have the skidder assist in downing hung
trees, clear slash etc.

Influence of production rates and move rates modification on costs

To determine which factors influence the increase in group selection harvesting costs, additional
simulations are done using unmodified felling production rates and move rates as well as unmodi-
fied skidding move rates. These unmodified simulations are then compared to the modified runs
to assess the extent the modifications increase harvesting costs for group selection.
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Production rates for the feller are modified as previously stated in the simulation description.
Move rates for the feller and the skidder were also manipulated to achieve what is thought to be
more accurate representation of group selection harvesting. In order to determine the extent to i

which this manipulation influenced production and cost for the activities, simulations were run
using the full production rates and move rates for the group selection harvests.

The felling production rate and cost is the most sensitive element to modification. This is an
expected result since both its production rate and move rate are modified. Unrnodified felling cost
per cord is 4.3% less than modified cost in the group selection harvests (Table 15). As a result
felling cost for the unmodified group is 23.4 % greater than clearcutting felling costs compared to
the 28.8 % increase in modified group selection harvests. Production rate modification accounts
for nearly all of the variability present in felling costs; When production is maintained at the
maximum rate and the move rate of the feller is modified, the difference in harvesting costs is 3.9%.
If production is modified to the initial simulation settings and the move rate is kept at its maximum,

the percentage difference in cost per cord is 0.1%.

Skidding costs show minor differences between the modified and unmodified simulations. A
0.8% change in cost is associated with modification of the move rate. This is more a result of felling
production changes than skidder rate modification. The unmodified skidder cost per cord is 25.6%
greater than clearcut skidding costs. The modified skidder cost per cord is 26.3% greater than
clearcut skidding cost. This is a 0.7% difference between the two methods of simulation and can
be attributed to rounding in the program. g

Bucking and loading cost per cord have little difference between modified and unmodified sim-

ulations. Bucking is 1.1% less in cost per cord for the unmodified simulation and loading is 2.1%

less. Bucking for the unmodified group selection cut is 20.8% greater than clearcut bucking cost
per cord. Modified group selection cutting is 22.1% greater than clearcut bucking costs. Loading
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Table 14. Production costs f'or three harvesting options.

Modified Unmodified Clearcut
S/cord S/cord S/cord

Feller 5.72 5.48 4.44
Skidder 1 1.83 11.77

V
9.37

Buck 3.81 3.77 3.12
Loader 4.35 4.26 3.34
Total 25.93 25.40 20.62
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Table 15. Percent difference in production costs for three harvesting options.

l\'Iodilied vs. Unmodified vs Modified vs.
Unmodilied Clearcut Clearcut

Feller 4.3 23.4 28.8
Skidder 0.5 25.6 26.3
Buck 1.1 20.8 22.1
Loader 2.1 27.5 30.2
Total 2.1 23.2 25.7
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cost per cord is 27.5% and 30.2% greater for unmodified and modified simulation cost per cord
respectively when compared to clearcutting.

The modifications only cause a 2.l % increase in total cost compared to the unmodified group
selection harvest. Although this is a relatively small part of the total cost per cord, the modified
simulation is still preferable to the unmodified and so was used, the production and move rates of
the modified harvest are thought to more closely parallel actual harvest conditions and thus provide
a more realistic basis for comparison to clearcut costs. The comparison between the modified and
unmodified simulations is done to allow anyone the option of choosing which model rnimics reality
best.

L
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Chapter IV

Discussion

Comparison ofLogging profile weekly costs with HA T

clearcut weekly costs

To determine how representative the HAT sirnulations are of current Appalachian logging costs,

it is helpful to examine the weekly costs of the logging profile and the HAT clearcuts. Table 16
illustrates these costs. HAT results are based on the average weekly costs from the three clearcut
sections.

Comparison of the weekly costs for the simulation clearcuts and the profile is useful to deter-

mine if the simulation iigures are within the reahn of reason, compared to actual harvesting costs
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Table 16. Comparison of' Profile weekly costs to HAT clearcut costs.

Profile HAT L
S S

Fixed costs 493.77 505.54 4
Labor 1301.85 1193.46
Fuel 206.72 221.86
Repairs &
Maintenance 257.30 184.83
Total 2259.64 2105.10
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encountered in the field. If the simulation results are to prove useful, the values obtained for costs
and production must be in proximity to actual figures.

Costs

Fixed costs include the finance costs and equipment insurance costs. The HAT fixed costs are
calculated by the machine rate method, that is straight line depreciation plus interest, taxes, and ‘

insurance as a percentage of average annual investment. Fixed costs are $11.77 less for the profile
than HAT. This is a 2.4% difference, which is probably not significant, although it is in the di-
rection expected since the profile loggers have older or fully depreciated equipment.

Labor rates are different by 8.7% with profile rates higher than HAT reports. Average wage for

HAT was set at 6.72 per hour with 48% of gross wage being added on for benefits. Total hourly

wage is approximately $9.95. Wage rates for HAT are based on the contractors paying hourly and

weekly wages as opposed to those paying by production. This accounts for the discrepancy be-

tween labor rates for the profile and the simulation.

Fuel and lube costs for the HAT run are higher than profile costs by $15.14. This is a difference

of only 7.1%. A rate of $0.95 per gallon for diesel and $0.91 per gallon for gas was used in the

simulations. Variation in local fuel prices and equipment use can account for the deviation between
the profile and simulations.

Repair and maintenance costs are substantially higher for the weekly profile, than for the sim-

ulations. Profile costs are $72.47 greater than simulation costs. This is a difference of 32%. The
difference in repair and maintenance costs is easily attributed to the fact that equipment for the
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Appalachian loggers averaged over 4 years in age. The HAT simulations used new equipment, with
repair and maintenance costs based on figures from Werblow and Cubbage (1986).

Total costs for the profile are $154.54 greater than the simulations. This difference is caused
by the higher wage rates and repair and maintenance figures present in the profile. The percentage
difference is 7.1%. This is relatively close considering the small profile sample and the difiiculty in
modeling harvest operations.

Production

Where the greatest difference between profile and simulation figures occurs is in weekly pro-
U

duction. The profile mean weekly production is 14-4 cords compared to HAT mean weekly pro-
duction for the clearcuts, which is 104 cords. This is a difference of 40 cords or 33%. Apparently
Appalachian loggers produce higher than normal, or the HAT simulation provides a "cushion"; that
is production rates are weighted to the lower end of efficiency. Cords per man hour for the sirnu-
lation averaged 0.87 while the profile showed a value of 0.99. This is a 12.9% difference in pro-
duction per unit of time. As a result cost per cord for the simulation is greater than cost per cord
for the profile despite the higher total cost of the profile. Simulation average cost per cord for the
clearcuts was $20.62 compared to the mean harvesting cost per cord of $16.38 for the profile. This
is a difference of 22.9%.

The similarities between total weekly costs for the simulation and the profile indicate that the
cost figures derived by the simulation fall in the range of values likely to be encountered in real

world harvesting. The lower production figures for the HAT runs result in the simulation’s in-
crease in cost per cord; however these production figures in cords per man hour are still above
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values encountered in other studies. In light of these facts, the HAT simulations appear to be
representative of potential costs and production for clearcutting and group selection.

Discussion of HA T output

Since modification of the felling production rate and move rates, as well as modification of the
skidding rate, influenced costs to a minimal extent, skidding distance is determined to be the main
factor causing harvesting cost increases for group selection. Examining the three sections of the total
group selection in comparison to each other and the respective clearcut sections, certain inferences
can be drawn. Cords per job hour does not reflect differences in sensitivity to skidding distance for
the two harvesting methods. Group selection production in cords per job hour decreases approxi-

mately 0.1 cord for every 100 foot increase in skid distance as does clearcut production. This is

because the skidder is the "weak" link in the harvesting system analysed. Total production output

is controlled by skidder output. Analysis of HAT output for both methods of harvesting showed

that the feller is forced to wait because of excessive inventory, while the bucker-loader, is often idle

for lack of inventory. The skidder is inactive only because of delays caused by repair and mainte-

nance. Therefore, in determining the effects of skid distance increases in both group selection and

clearcut harvests, it is necessary to examine skidder productivity for this harvesting equipment

configuration.

Comparison of the three sections outlined in the previous pages allows the impact of changing

skid distance to be examined. Each group selection section can be contrasted against its respective

clearcut section to determine how fluctuating distances influence changes in productivity and costs

between the two harvesting methods.
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Average skid distance for the group selection simulation is 1003 feet. This is one way distance.
Mean skid distance for the clearcutting simulation is 649 feet. These numbers are fairly represen-
tative of averages on the Jefferson National Forest. The Forest Service reports it average distance i

as 620 feet and the Taylor Branch Cut was measured at 949 feet.

Section I contains harvesting areas amounting to 8.6 acres total. It possesses the lowest per-
centage difference in cost per cord, 10.6%, compared to its clearcut section yet only the middle
value in cost per cord, $23, and mean skidding distance 784 feet, one way. The low percentage
difference is a result of the similarity in mean skid distance between the two methods. The close
means and the compact layout of the selection harvest results in a smaller clearcut. This in turn
causes cords per job hour for the two harvest methods to be similar. Group selection harvested
2.3 cords per job hour and the clearcut 2.5 cords per job hour(Table 17).

Sections I and III of the group selection represent the most economically feasible portions of
the harvest. Section lll has the lowest mean skid distance, 738 ft., and the lowest total cost per cord
$21.57. The reason it does not possess the lowest percentage difference in cost per cord is that the
low average skid distance of its respective clearcut section, 416 foot average, reduces total cost for
the clearcut to $17.56 per cord, $3.24 less than Section I clearcut.

Section II has the highest cost per cord and mean skid distance for both the group selection and
clearcut. In addition it has the lowest production in cords per job hour and productive hour. This
emphasizes the point that maintaining reasonable skid distances is the key to making group se-
lection economically feasible

Section II presents an excellent contrast of extreme skid distance effect on group selection
compared to clearcutting. Section II’s high mean skid distance of 1448 feet, over 1/2 mile round
trip, produces the greatest increases in costs and the greatest decreases in productivity. The clearcut
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Table 17. Total in·woods harvesting cost by section.

Group Selection Clearcut i

Distance‘ Cost Distancel Cost
feet S/cord feet S/cord

Section 1 784 23.00 660 20.80
Section 2 1448 33.22 1247 23.50

Section 3 738 21.57 416 17.56
1 One way skid distance
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average of 1247 feet, slightly less than 1/2 mile a turn, increases costs respective to the other clearcut
sections by $2.70 for Section I and $5.94 for Section III. Comparatively, the high skid distance
of Section II’s group cut increased costs by $10.22 compared to Section I, and $11.65 compared to
Section III. Increasing skid distance by roughly the same proportions has a more profound influ-
ence on group selection than clearcuts.

Section II has the highest percentage difference in total costs, 41.4%. This leads to the con-
clusion that skid distance of over 1/2 mile a turn for group selection are uneconomical. Although
contractors will skid up to 1/2 mile, this maximum should apply only to clearcuts, where the impact
on total costs is not as severe.

As expected, group selection is more sensitive to skid distance increases than is clearcutting.
Every 100 foot increase in skid distance for the group selection reduces skidder production by ap-
proximately 7.4%, compared to clearcut skidder production.

Comparing group selection harvest to the clearcut costs for Sections I and III, shows an increase
for group selection of 16.2%. The addition of Section II increases cost by almost 10%. If skid
distance per turn could be maintained around the average of l/4 mile, cost increase for group se-
lection would be rninimized. Instead of an increase of 25%, cost should increase by approximately
16 to 17 percent.
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Chapter V

Summary and Conclusions

The Profile

The wide variation in component costs for equipment, wages, and insurance, as well as pro-

duction rates make the task of defining the "typical" logger difficult. The myriad methods of cost

cutting exacerbate the problem. The means drawn from the survey, nevertheless, are useful.

The Appalachian logging operation can be characterized as a small but efficient unit, tailored

to harvest a wide range of timber types with least possible expenditure of capital. Logging oper-

ations in southwest Virginia are normally three men in size. Equipment consists of a cable skidder,

75 to 120 hp. in size, over four years old; a loader of small to medium size, normally fully depreci· SS
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ated; and one or two haul trucks capable of moving 9 to 10 cords per load. The operating config-

uration is one feller, the skidder operator, and a bucker who also operates the loader.

Labor costs, including wages and benefits, average $1302 per week. Equipment costs average

$950 per week. This includes fuel, finance costs, repair, maintenance, and insurance. Thus, in-

woods costs average $2252 per week. Labor accounted for 58% of harvesting costs. Harvesting

_ cost per cord has a mean of $16.

Hauling cost average $1289 per week. This value is based on contract rates and fuel and in~

surance costs from contractors who did their own hauling. Haul distances average 33 miles for pulp
and up to 100 miles for sawtimber one way.

Production is almost evenly weighted between pulpwood and sawtirnber, 54.6% and 42.4%

respectively, with the remainder composed of firewood. Average weekly production is 144 cords.

Cords per man hour is high compared to other regions reviewed, at 0.99. Total cost per cord av-

eraged $26.

The contractors worked, on average, 239 days a year. Work weeks consist of five work days

at eight hours each for 40 hour weeks.

Most of the owners work in the woods as well. Although the standard configuration of a feller,

skidder, bucker-loader is maintained, each employee often aided when bottlenecks occurred in a

particular phase.
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IHarvest Simulation

The HAT program produced values for costs and production that are well within the scope of
the profile and the literature reviewed. This gives confidence in the comparison of clearcutting
versus group selection. Harvesting costs for the profle average $2260 per week, compared to
HAT clearcut costs of $2105. This is a difference of 7.1%, very close considering the variations in
the profile. Production is higher for the profile, 0.99 cords per man hour, compared to 0.87 for
HAT. This difference causes cost per cord to be higher by 22.9% for the HAT simulation despite
the higher total cost of the profile. HAT cost per cord of the clearcut simulations is $20.30 and $16
for the profile.

Clearcutting vs. Group selection

The harvest simulation was based on the Taylor Branch Group selection cut. The actual har-
vest was centered around three landings and divided into three distinct sections. Clearcut area for
each section was based on the access estimated possible by its respective skid road network. The
group selection cut removed timber from 27 acres; Section 1, which was 8.6 acres; Section 2, which

was 10.2 acres; and Section 3, which was 8.2 acres. The clearcut harvest areas were 32.3 acres for

Section 1, 80 acres for Section 2, and 48 acres for Section 3, giving a total of 160 acres.

The group selection cut averaged 3.4 acres harvested per week compared to the 4 acres per week

for the clearcuts. This decrease in production of 21% for group selection resulted in average cost
per cord being 25.8% greater than clearcut cost.
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The decrease in production in group selection cutting is attributed to the increased skidding

distance. Mean distance for this harvest method was 1003 feet, compared to 649 feet for the

y clearcut. The increased skid distance slowed production, forcing the feller to stop because of excess

inventory and the bucker-loader to wait because of lack of inventory.

The effect of skid distance on the harvesting methods is illustrated when the various sections

are compared. Section I, which had a mean distance of 789 feet is only 10.6% more costly to

harvest then its respective clearcut section that had a mean skid distance of 660 feet. Section II,

meanwhile, has a distance of 1448 for its area and a 41.4% increase in total cost compared to its

clearcut section that had an average skid distance of 1245 feet.

Increasing skid distance between the group selection cut ir1 Section I and Section I1 by 659 feet

raises cost $10.22 per cord. cut in Section II. The clearcut increase in skid distance of 585 feet from

Section I to Section I1 only raised cost by $2.70 per cord. Thus, although the percentage difference

between the two increases are almost identical (29% and 31% respectively), the increase in cost for

group selection is 278% greater than the increase in clearcut cost.

It should be noted, that if skidding distance is maintained below 1/4 mile per turn, felling mayI
become the "bottleneck" in the operation. In this simulation, felling production rates are reduced

on groups less than two-acres in size. If skid distance was below 1/4 mile, the skidder could be idled

due to lack of inventory. Table 13 illustrates the extent to which felling production is reduced ir1

group selection. While, in this simulation, it is more a result of excess inventory due to skidding

delay; Table 15 shows that the modified felling times had an impact on production. It is a rea-
I

sonable conclusion, that if skidding distance is reduced, felling rates will impact production more.

To minimize this impact, group size should be maintained as large as possible.
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Cvrzclusiorz

The method developed for analyzing the harvest methods was effective if time-consuming. The
results provide some previously unknown cost data on Appalachian logging and a guide to how
group selection harvests might be economically implemented.

The increased productivity of the loggers interviewed compared to other sources is probably a
reflection of the small sample size and regional differences in timber type and quality. The latter
hypothesis is strengthened by the higher production achieved in the computer simulation, when
operating on an Appalachian stand.

To allow the contractor to minimize extra costs and thereby earn a profit from group selection
some guidelines can be suggested. Skid distances from groups to the landing should be maintained
around a 1/4 mile for a tum. Tl1is is the average distance used by contractors when logging. Al-
though contractors stated they would be willing to skid up to 1/2 mile a turn, this limit is too far
for group selections. Distances between groups should be minirnized. If extensive skid distances
are necessary, high quality timber should be present, or the majority of harvest areas ( at least 2/3)
should have skid distances of less than or equal to 1/4 mile a tum. In addition, group sizes should
be as large as possible to allow maximum felling efficiency.

This data is based on numerous simulations but only on one harvest area. The percentage cost
increases derived should not be viewed as definitive for all situations, but rather provide a building
block for further expansion in evaluating harvesting costs of group selection.
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Table 18. Calculation of bucking and loading labor costs for Section 1.

Wage rate: $6.72 per hour
Benelits: 48 perceut of wage

Elapsed hours in harvest: 87

I
Bucking Loading

Productive hour
labor costs: $395.76 $94.04
Total Productive labor cost: $489.80
Scheduled labor cost for one employee: $865.27
Calculations 865.27 - 489.80 = 375.47

375.47/ 2 = 187.73

Bucking Loading
Total labor cost: $583.49 $281.77
Machine cost: $0.00 $366.40 «
Fuel and lube: $115.80 $21.94
Repair and Maint.: $0.00 $79.43
Total Cost: $699.29 $749.54
Cords produced 198.94 196.96
Harvesting Cost $3.52/cord $3.91/cord
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Table 19. Regression equations computed from simulation data.

Group Selection Equations
Range 700 to 1400 feet «

For felling production: Y = -0.007 X + 5.2976
rz = 0.66

Where: Y is cords per productive hour cords
X is skid distance in feet

For skidding cost: Y = 0.01 X + 3.9i rz = 1
_

Where: Y is $ per cord produced
X is skid distance in feet

For skidding production: Y = -0.0013 X + 4.33rz = 0.98
Where: Y is cords per productive hour

X is skid distance in feet
Clearcut Regression Equations
Range 600 to 1200 feet

For felling production: Y2= 0.00357 X + 6.34
r = 1

Where: Y is cords per productive hour
X is skid distance in feet

For skidding cost: Y = 0.00328 X + 6.83rz = 0.92
Where: Y is $ ner cord producedi X is skid distance in feet

For skidding production: YZ = -0.00133 X + 4.4
r = 0.90

Where: Y is cords per productive hour
X is skid distance in feet ·
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